CURRICULUM INPUTS OF K.G. FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY AND
MARCH
ENGLISH-

 Reads words with two consonants like ‘oo’, ‘ch’, ‘ee’, ‘sh’, ‘ck’, ‘ll’
phonetically.
Ex- ee’deer, bee, see, feel, jeep, green, tree, etc
‘sh’sheep, ship, fish, shell, shop, etc.
‘ck’duck, rocket, rock, pocket etc.
 Reads given sentences fluently and draws pictures of their meanings-

A pup sleeps on a rug.
 Fills in the blank with a correct word by looking at the given picture.
 Reads simple story books. A few popular ones are-books of CBT.,
KATHA, EKLAVYA, NBT, PRATHAM , LADYBIRD SERIES, SCHOLASTIC
etc. publications.
 Constructs a few sentences on a given picture and is able to speak on
it.

e.g.-

A rabbit and a deer have a race.
The deer sees green grass and begins to eat it….
NUMBER WORK Learns to write numbers from 11 to 20.
 Identifies and writes ‘Before’, ‘After’ and ‘Missing’ numbers from 020.
Ex- _____ 18 _____.
 Arranges the given numbers from ‘Biggest’ to ‘Smallest’ and vice
versa.
 Ex12
18
20, 18, 12, 11, 10
10

11

20

 Recites number rhymes with rhythmic movementsEx- Ten little ducks that I once knew…
EVS Talks about the different ‘Means of Transport’ like the vehicles on
road, trains on rail tracks, air and water transport etc.

 Classifies the ‘slowest’ and the ‘fastest’ vehicles on road with the
help of picture cards.

e.g. Slowest Vehicle
 Discusses the traffic rules through news clippings.
 Arranges pictures under Air, Water, Rail and Roadways-

Airways-

Waterways-

etc.

 Discusses the various ‘Helpers’ who often come to our homes.
E.g.-carpenter, plumber, electrician etc. and the tools they
commonly usecarpenter with a saw
plumber with a wrench

 Talks to the people who ‘help’ us in school like a sweeper,
gardener, guard, etc.
 Understands the profession of the parent/s.
HINDI-

ACTIVITIES ACROSS THE THEME Visits Rail Museum.
 Celebrates festivals like Holi, Mahashivratri etc.
 Celebrates Annual Function.
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